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By Rohmann, Eric

Roaring Brook Press, 1999. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+
Customer Service! Summary: Kirkus Reviews Best known for fluid, superbly realistic oil paintings,
Rohmann switches to thick-lined colored woodcuts and a simpler pictorial style for this nearly
wordless, engaging, wacky episode. . . . Rohmann uses wordless, and sometimes even empty, frames
to great comic effect, allowing huge animals to make sudden entrances from the sideor from
above, and artfully capturing the expressions on their faces. Young readers and pre-readers will
chortle at the silliness of it all while enjoying the sometimes-demanding friendship between these
disparately sized chums. Booklist Mouse, the narrator who flies a red and yellow biplane, tells
listeners that his friend Rabbit "means well," but that trouble always follows him. Then comes a
smart, sassy object lesson on how much trouble Rabbit brings. The fun of this is in the spacing and
sequencing of the heavily ink-outlined drawings. After Rabbit has thrown Mouse''s beloved biplane
into a tree, one full page consists of tiny Mouse staring up, ink accents marking his exasperation. On
the facing page, Rabbit darts off, promising a solution. The next double-spread shows an anxious
Mouse as Rabbit drags...
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ReviewsReviews

A brand new eBook with a new standpoint. I have got read through and i also am confident that i will gonna read again once again down the road. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Miss Sha nnon Hilll V-- Miss Sha nnon Hilll V

It in one of my personal favorite pdf. This really is for all those who statte there was not a really worth looking at. I realized this book from my dad and i
encouraged this pdf to understand.
-- K a tlynn Ha a g-- K a tlynn Ha a g
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